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At KPMG, we are passionate about earning your trust. We take deep  
personal accountability, individually and as a team, to deliver  

exceptional service and value in all our dealings with you. 

At the end of the day, we measure our success from the  
only perspective that matters – yours. 

The contacts at KPMG in 

connection with this report are: 

 

John Pryke 

Lead Audit Engagement 

Partner  

Tel: 905-523-2288 

jpryke@kpmg.ca  

 

Jeff Cabral 

Audit Senior Manager 

Tel: 905-523-2278 

jcabral@kpmg.ca   
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* This Audit Findings Report should not be used for any other purpose or by anyone other than the Board of Directors. KPMG shall have no responsibility or liability for loss or 

damages or claims, if any, to or by any third party as this Audit Findings Report has not been prepared for, and is not intended for, and should not be used by, any third party or for 

any other purpose. 

Executive summary 
Purpose of this report*  
The purpose of this Audit Findings Report is to 

assist you, as a member of the Board of Directors, 

in your review of the results of our audit of the 

consolidated financial statements of McMaster 

Students Union Incorporated as at and for the year 

ended April 30, 2016. 

 

Audit plan 
Materiality was assessed as follows: 

Based on preliminary total revenue based at 3% 

for a total materiality amount of $388,000 (2015 - 

$381,000). 

 

 

 

Areas of Audit Focus 
We have highlighted our findings related to key 

areas of audit focus. We have highlighted key 

audit findings and procedures in our report. 

See pages 5 - 8 

 

Adjustments and 
differences 
We did not identify any differences that remain 

uncorrected.  See page 11 for a listing of 

adjustments that were communicated to 

management and subsequently corrected in the 

financial statements as part of the external audit 

process. 

 

 

Finalizing the audit  
As of the date of this report, we have completed 

the audit of the financial statements, with the 

exception of certain remaining procedures, which 

include amongst others: 

 receipt of signed management representation 

letter; 

 receipt of one legal letter 

 completing our discussions with the Board of 

Directors; and 

 obtaining evidence of the Student 

Representative Assembly’s approval of the 

financial statements. 

We will update the Board on significant matters, if 

any, arising from the completion of the audit, 

including the completion of the above procedures. 

Our auditors’ report will be dated upon the 

completion of any remaining procedures.  
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Executive summary
Control and other 
observations  
We did not identify any control deficiencies that 

we determined to be significant deficiencies in 

internal controls over financial reporting. We did 

identify other areas for control improvements and 

have provided our recommendations in this report.  

 

 

 

 

Critical accounting 
estimates 
Overall, we are satisfied with the reasonability of 

critical accounting estimates.  

See pages 5 - 8 

Significant accounting 
policies and practices  
There have been no initial selections of, or 

changes to, significant accounting policies and 

practices to bring to your attention. 

Independence  
We confirm that we are independent with respect 

to McMaster Students Union Incorporated (and its 

related entities) within the meaning of the relevant 

rules are related interpretations prescribed by the 

relevant professional bodies in Canada and any 

applicable legislation or regulation from May 1, 

2015 up to the date of our independent auditors’ 

report. 
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Audit risks and results  

Significant 
financial 
reporting risks  

 Our significant findings from the audit  

Fraud Risk from 
Revenue 
Recognition 

 This is a presumed fraud risk. 

However, the audit team has rebutted this presumption as the entity is 
a not-for-profit organization for which revenue is primarily deferred and 
recognized alongside related expenses with little judgment over 
revenue recognition required by management. 

Our audit approach included a review of major revenue sources and 
confirming the receipt of payment with the recognized revenue. As a 
result of these substantive audit procedures, we did not identify any 
issues related to fraud risk associated with revenue recognition. 

 

 

 

Risk of 
Management 
Override of 
Controls 

 We performed procedures consistent with professional standards 
including, testing of journal entries, evaluation of the business rationale 
of significant transactions and carrying out audit procedures with an 
element of unpredictability. 

We did not identify any issues or concerns regarding management 
override of controls. 

 

 

  

Inherent risk of material 

misstatement is the 

susceptibility of a 

balance or assertion to 

misstatement which 

could be material, 

individually or when 

aggregated with other 

misstatements, 

assuming that there are 

no related controls. 

We highlight our 

significant findings in 

respect of significant 

financial reporting risks 

as well as any additional 

significant risks 

identified.  
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Areas of audit focus 

Audit focus - financial 
statement caption  

Our significant findings from the audit 

Investments During fiscal 2016, MSU no longer carries investments with Dundee Goodman, rather 
these investments have been transferred to Echelon Wealth Partners. 

In the current year, the portfolio incurred a loss of $114,000 compared to earning over 
$495,000 of investment income in the prior year. The loss is linked to the poor performance 
of the Toronto Stock Exchange and New York Stock Exchange over the past year.  

KPMG has confirmed all balances with Scotia McLeod and Echelon Wealth Partners, no 
issues were noted in the reconciliation process. 

KPMG has updated the investment note structure in the audited financial statements in 
order to provide a more useful representation of the investments currently held by the 
MSU.  

 

Inventory KPMG attended an inventory count at Union Market and Compass and noted that the 
inventory count was effective based on the testing performed.   

No issues or concerns were identified as part of the inventory count procedures performed. 

 

Cash Process  During the testing of the cash balances, KPMG noted that there are approximately 600 
cheques amounting to $358,875 outstanding at year-end. Management has asserted to 
KPMG that an annual review of outstanding cheques is performed in February or March of 
each year with items in excess of a year old being either re-issued or taken into income. 
Management has also noted that cheques become stale after six months.  

KPMG recommends that Management review the process of reviewing outstanding 
cheques and consider implementing a new policy whereby outstanding cheques are 
reviewed on a monthly basis and appropriate actions are taken based on Management’s 
assessments. 

 

  

Significant findings from 

the audit regarding other 

areas of focus are as 

follows:  
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Areas of audit focus 

Significant financial 
statement caption  

Our significant findings from the audit 

Student Health and 
Dental Plans 

The corporate fiscal year runs from May 1st to April 30th, while the school year and student 
coverage runs from September 1st to August 31st. This means that as at April 30th, there 
are still 4 months of the school year left.  This timing issue results in a required deferral of 
revenues on student fees collected in these areas. 

The MSU has recorded deferred revenue amounts related to the fees received from 
McMaster University for both plans in relation to expected future payment of the claims 
and premiums to the end of the school year. Deferred revenue for the health and dental 
plans are $802,500 and $845,000 respectively compared to $425,000 and $835,000, in 
2015. 

The Health Plan ended the year with a cumulative surplus of approximately $377,000 and 
the Dental Plan ended the year with a surplus of $311,000.  

KPMG notes that section 2.5 (Health Plan Fund) and section 3.5 (Dental Plan Fund) of 
Corporate Bylaw 3 – Finances indicates that a minimum balance of $50,000 to a maximum 
of $75,000 shall be maintained for both the Health and Dental Plan Funds.  

The surplus in the Health Plan Fund was mainly a result of a larger gap between the 
premiums paid by students and the premiums charged by the Insurer. For the 2015/16 
school year, the Health Plan increased the level of benefits provided and subsequently, 
students were charged $109.95 compared to $58.00 in the prior year, a difference of 
$51.95. Management expects that the premiums charged by the Insurer will increase once 
students begin to realize the new added benefits, therefore, the surplus could be the result 
of a timing difference between when fees are collected from the students and when the 
Insurer will increase the premiums. Nevertheless, it is recommended that Management 
and the Board continuously monitor the surplus of the Plan to determine if the premiums 
charged to students should be reduced or if more benefits should be added, which will 
increase the premium from the Insurer.    

The surplus in the Dental Plan is the result of cumulatively collecting more from the 
students than the Insurer’s premium per student. It is recommended that Management and 
the Board continuously monitor the surplus of the Plan to determine if the premiums 
charged to students should be reduced or if more benefits should be added, which will 
increase the premium from the Insurer.    

KPMG reviewed the calculation of deferred revenue for both plans and agreed with the 
calculations performed by management.   

No adjustments were required to reported balances. 
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Areas of audit focus 

Significant financial 
statement caption  

Our significant findings from the audit 

Marmor accruals During testing of the Marmor accruals, KPMG noted that the MSU has accruals for 
yearbooks for the 2012/13 school year to the 2015/16 school year.  

Based on testing performed, KPMG is satisfied with Management’s accrual estimate of the 
future costs related to the production of the year books.   

 

Operational results  KPMG noted that the following departments are incurring year-over-year losses: 

1. 1280  
2. The Silhouette 
3. Child Care 
4. Campus Events 
5. Committees and Commissions, MSU Executive and Service Expenses  

 

KPMG recommends that Management and those charged with Governance review the 
operations of these departments. Management should consider the purpose and goals of 
the departments when assessing operating results.  It is expected that some departments 
will have losses that are supported by other activities of the MSU, however continuing 
losses along with monitoring of business goals should be reviewed to ensure period losses 
are sustainable over the long run.  

 

Child Care Centre KPMG performed an audit over MSU’s Child care expenses as required by the agreement 
with the City of Hamilton.  The Special Purpose Wage Subsidy Report for year ended April 
30, 2016 will be provided to the City of Hamilton.  No issues or variances were identified in 
our testing. 

Effective January 1, 2016, the City of Hamilton has implemented General Operating for 
Wages and System Priorities Funding Guidelines. KPMG has prepared the audit report in 
accordance with these new guidelines as per instruction by the City of Hamilton. 
Management is advised to review the new guidelines in order to determine the implications 
on current processes and procedures.  

The Child Care Centre operations ended the 2015/16 fiscal year with a deficit of $57,200 
compared with a deficit of $31,500 in the prior year. Revenues remained consistent with 
2015/16, however the Centre had an increase in expenses, mostly within wages, which has 
contributed to the larger deficit in the current year. 
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Financial statement presentation and 
disclosure  

The presentation and disclosure of the financial statements are, in all material respects, in accordance with the Organization’s relevant financial reporting framework. 

Misstatements, including omissions, if any, related to disclosure or presentation items are in the management representation letter included in the Appendices.  

We also highlight the following: 

  

Form, arrangement, and 
content of the financial 
statements 

 

KPMG noted the arrangement and content of the financial statements to be adequate.  As noted in prior years, management has eliminated 
intercompany transactions throughout the individual schedules incorporated into the financial statements.  
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Adjustments and differences  
Corrected adjustments 
The management representation letter includes all adjustments identified as a result of the audit, communicated to management and 

subsequently corrected in the financial statements. 

Uncorrected differences 
We did not identify differences that remain uncorrected. 

  

Adjustments and 

differences identified 

during the audit have been 

categorized as Corrected 

“adjustments” or 

Uncorrected 

“differences.” These 

include disclosure 

adjustments and 

differences. 

Professional standards 

require that we request of 

management and the audit 

committee that all 

identified adjustments or 

differences be corrected. 

We have already made 

this request of 

management. 
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Adjustments and differences  
Corrected adjustments 
As at and year ended April 30, 2016 

 

Income 

effect 

Financial position  

 

Description  
of differences greater than $19,000 individually 

 

(Decrease) 
Increase 

Assets 

(Decrease) 
Increase 

Liabilities 

(Decrease) 
Increase 

Equity 

(Decrease) 
Increase 

To adjust the health and dental revenues based on confirmation with 

McMaster University 

$  20,323 $  20,323               - -  

To record an adjustment to occupancy costs from MUCI (reconciliation of 

related party amounts) 

     25,081 -       (25,081) -  

Total differences $   45,404 $  20,323  $  (25,081) -  

  

Adjustments and 

differences identified 

during the audit have been 

categorized as Corrected 

“adjustments” or 

Uncorrected 

“differences.”  
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Control observations 
Significant deficiencies  
We did not identify any significant deficiencies in internal controls 

 

Other control deficiencies  
Several outdated cheques were noted on the year-end bank reconciliation for the main operating bank account. Through discussion with 
management and employees, we noted that in February or March of every year, all cheques that are over a year old are voided and the 
cheques are either: (1) added back into Accounts Payable and then another cheque is re-issued or; (2) added into net surplus for the 
period.  

We noted that there is an informal process for reviewing outstanding cheques (other than cheques to clubs which if older than six months 
are void and not re-issued; as stated in the Club Training Manual).  For this informal process, the employees determine when and which 
cheques are to be followed up as well as which cheques are re-issued or added back into income.  

Recommendation: 

We recommend that a formalized process be put in place whereby the Accounts Payable clerk is reviewing outstanding cheques based on 
a threshold determined by Management on a more frequent basis (i.e. monthly). This will ensure that the Organization keeps better track 
of outstanding cheques and will also reduce the risk of overstating income and understating liabilities at reporting periods. 
 

  

Other control deficiencies 

may be identified during 

the audit that do not rise 

to the level of significant 

deficiency. 

 

 

In accordance with 

professional standards, 

we are required to 

communicate to the 

Audit Committee any 

control deficiencies that 

we identified during the 

audit and have 

determined to be 

significant deficiencies in 

ICFR. 

Other control 

deficiencies may be 

identified during the 

audit that do not rise to 

the level of significant 

deficiency. 
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Appendices 
Appendix 1: Required communications  

Appendix 2: Audit Quality and Risk Management  

Appendix 3: Background and professional standards  

Appendix 4: Current developments  
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Appendix 1: Required communications  
In accordance with professional standards, there are a number of communications that are required during the course of and upon completion of our audit. These include: 

 Auditors’ report – the conclusion of our audit is set out in our draft auditors’ 

report as attached within the draft financial statements.  

 Management representation letter –In accordance with professional 

standards, copies of the management representation letter are provided to 

the Board of Directors.  

 

 Independence – In accordance with professional standards, we have 

confirmed our independence to the Organization and no issues concerning 

independence are noted for discussion with the committee. 

 CPAB Big Four Firm Public Report (November 2015) – Please refer to 
http://www.cpab-
ccrc.ca/Documents/Annual%20Reports/CPAB_2015_Big%20Four_Report_E
N_Final.pdf  
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Appendix 2: Audit Quality  
and Risk Management  
KPMG maintains a system of quality control designed to reflect our drive and 

determination to deliver independent, unbiased advice and opinions, and also 

meet the requirements of Canadian professional standards.  

Quality control is fundamental to our business and is the responsibility of every 

partner and employee. The following diagram summarises the six key elements 

of our quality control systems.  

Visit http://www.kpmg.com/Ca/en/services/Audit/Pages/Audit-Quality-Resources.aspx for more information. 

 

  Independence, 
integrity, ethics 
and objectivity

Personnel 
management

Acceptance & 
continuance of 

clients / 
engagements 

Engagement 
performance 

standards

Independent 
monitoring

Other risk 
management 

quality controls

 Other controls include: 

– Before the firm issues its audit 
report, the Engagement Quality 
Control Reviewer reviews the 
appropriateness of key elements 
of publicly listed client audits. 

– Technical department and 
specialist resources provide real-
time support to audit teams in 
the field. 

 We conduct regular reviews of 
engagements and partners. Review 
teams are independent and the work 
of every audit partner is reviewed at 
least once every three years. 

 We have policies and guidance to 
ensure that work performed by 
engagement personnel meets 
applicable professional standards, 
regulatory requirements and the firm’s 
standards of quality. 

 All KPMG partners and staff are 
required to act with integrity and 
objectivity and comply with applicable 
laws, regulations and professional 
standards at all times. 

 We do not offer services that would 
impair our independence. 

 The processes we employ to help retain 
and develop people include: 

– Assignment based on skills and 
experience;  

– Rotation of partners; 

– Performance evaluation;  

– Development and training; and 

– Appropriate supervision and 
coaching. 

 We have policies and procedures for 
deciding whether to accept or continue 
a client relationship or to perform a 
specific engagement for that client. 

 Existing audit relationships are reviewed 
annually and evaluated to identify 
instances where we should discontinue 
our professional association with the 
client. 
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Appendix 3: Background and professional 
standards  
Internal control over financial reporting 

As your auditors, we are required to obtain an understanding of internal control 

over financial reporting (ICFR) relevant to the preparation and fair presentation of 

the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate 

in the circumstances for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the financial 

statements, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on internal control. 

Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the effectiveness of internal 

control. 

Our understanding of ICFR was for the limited purpose described above and was 

not designed to identify all control deficiencies that might be significant 

deficiencies and therefore, there can be no assurance that all significant 

deficiencies and other control deficiencies have been identified. Our awareness 

of control deficiencies varies with each audit and is influenced by the nature, 

timing, and extent of audit procedures performed, as well as other factors. 

The control deficiencies communicated to you are limited to those control 

deficiencies that we identified during the audit. 

Documents containing or referring to the audited 
financial statements  

We are required by our professional standards to read only documents 

containing or referring to audited financial statements and our related auditors’ 

report that are available through to the date of our auditors’ report. The objective 

of reading these documents through to the date of our auditors’ report is to 

identify material inconsistencies, if any, between the audited financial 

statements and the other information. We also have certain responsibilities, if on 

reading the other information for the purpose of identifying material 

inconsistencies, we become aware of an apparent material misstatement of 

fact. 

We are also required by our professional standards when the financial 

statements are translated into another language to consider whether each 

version, available through to the date of our auditors’ report, contains the same 

information and carries the same meaning. 
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Appendix 4: Current developments  
Current Developments, created by the KPMG Public Sector and Not‐for‐Profit Practice, summarizes regulatory and governance matters impacting not‐for‐profit 
organizations. We provide this information to help not‐for‐profit organizations understand upcoming changes and challenges they may face in their industry. We attach 
this summary to every audit plan and audit findings report that we provide to our public sector clients. 

Topic Summary and implications 

 

Audit Trends 2016: Targeting 
transformation 
 

 

 

Examining four key trends AC members should focus on in the coming months—technology risk, geopolitical and macro risk, 
the future of corporate reporting, and regulatory complexity—this report is a critical tool and reference point for AC members 
and concerned audit stakeholders. 
Four risks 

1) Technological risk –data protection/cyber security, etc 
2) Political and economic risk – market changes/economy impacts 
3) Evolution of corporate reporting – expanded audit reports/strategic reporting 
4) Increasing complexity of the regulatory landscape – accounting standards, laws (privacy, Money laundering etc) 

 
https://home.kpmg.com/ca/en/home/insights/2016/05/audit-trends-2016-targeting-transformation.html 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/05/Audit-Trends-2016.pdf 

Connecting the dots: A 
proactive approach to 
cybersecurity oversight in the 
boardroom 

Cyber attacks and data leakage are daily threats to organizations globally, reminding us that we are all potential targets of this 
type of threat. Attorneys are discussing the potential risk of individual liability for corporate directors who do not take 
appropriate responsibility for oversight of cyber security. 

Taking a proactive approach to improving cyber security governance - the dots between IT and the business, and providing the 
board with the information it needs - can help position the Organization and the board to more selectively address the evolving 
threat and implications of a major cyber security breach. 

https://assets.kpmg.com/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2016/05/Cyber-Security-and-Board-Oversight-Whitepaper.pdf 
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Audit Point of View article 
series 

This link is a summary listing of many previous publications that the board of directors might find helpful. 
 
https://home.kpmg.com/ca/en/home/insights/2016/06/audit-point-of-view-article-series.html 

Accounting Standards 
Improvements for Not-for-
Profit Organizations 

This project is being undertaken in response to the feedback from private sector stakeholders to the April 2013 AcSB/PSAB 
joint Statement of Principles, “Improvements to Not-for-Profit Standards.” 

The AcSB considered the input from its Not-for-Profit Advisory Committee and decided that an exposure draft of accounting 
standards improvements will include proposals that require a not-for-profit organization (NFPO) to do the following: 

 Apply accounting standards for private enterprises in Part II of the Handbook to report the capitalization, amortization 
and disposal of tangible assets and continue to apply the existing Part III standards for intangible assets. 

 Recognize write-downs to reflect a partial loss of service potential of tangible and intangible assets still in use.  The 
net carrying value of the tangible and intangible assets would be written down to their replacement cost or fair value. 

 Continue to apply the existing standards in Part III for works of art, historical treasures and similar items that are not 
part of a collection. 

The AcSB also requested that the staff undertake further work and consult with the Committee on proposals to be included in 
the exposure draft relating to collections held by NFPOs and transitional provisions for partial write-downs of tangible and 
intangible assets.  The Committee will discuss these issues at its June meeting. 

The AcSB expects to issue the exposure draft for comment in the third quarter of 2016. 
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